
Chr ist ian Worldv iew Seminar
An ACSI-accredited* Creation/Evolution Apologetics Series

Eat and Learn at Northwest Christian School

Dates:  Monday evenings,
June 3 – July 29, 2019

Time:  6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

Location:  NCS Campus,
16401 N 43rd Ave, Phoenix, 
Room 308

Audience:  Open to the public, 
adults & high school students

Cost:  Free

Bonus:  Free Barro’s Pizza

RSVP & Questions:  Email  
GKaiser@NCSaz.org

Syllabus:  See backside

*ACSI:  2 CEUs

If attending, please RSVP 
for accurate space & food. 

Always be prepared 
to give a defense …

1 Peter 3:15



 

Northwest Christian School is offering a series of classes this summer covering the 
scientific evidences for Biblical creation and the Biblical flood. NCS Technology 
Coordinator W. Garry Kaiser will be leading these classes on campus every Monday 
evening in June and July. This seminar is the based on nine-presentations Garry has 
given to NCS high school students over the past 12 years and consists of illustrated 
slides and videos. The seminar’s nine-session syllabus follows: 
  

Christian Worldview Seminar 
An ACSI-accredited Creation/Evolution Apologetics Series 

 

CE1: Creation/Evolution Introduction 
This session is a comparison of the two worldviews. Does your view of human 
origins affect your self image, your values, your life-purpose, your destiny, your 
view of the races? Are we evolved apes or unique beings created in God’s triune 
image?  Do evolutionary beliefs impact the gospel? 
Keywords: Worldview; origins; purpose; destiny; death before sin; religion of 
Atheism; “science falsely so called”; Operational Science; Origin Science 

CE2a: The Biblical Flood - Part 1 
Secular scientists tells us the geologic layers of the Earth formed slowly over 
hundreds of millions of years. Were they? Or are they actually evidence of the 
Biblical flood? This presentation covers five easy-to-understand reasons why these 
layers could not have been formed slowly over millions of years. 
Keywords: Earth’s crust; sedimentary layers; Cambrian; abruptly different layers; 
lack of erosion; flat-on-flat; lack of meteorites; Carbon 14 

CE2b: The Biblical Flood - Part 2 
If the Biblical flood really happened, where did the flood waters come from and 
where did they go afterwards? And how could flood waters cover 5-mile-high Mt. 
Everest? Is there a scientific explanation for the Biblical account? 
Video: Hydroplate Theory 
Keywords: Fountains of the great deep; “sphere depth”; ocean basins; hyperbaric 
chamber; pre-, mid-, post-flood scenarios; plate tectonics; ice age 

CE3: The Fossil Record 
Are the layers of the geologic column ancient “time capsules" that document the 
evolutionary history of life on Earth? Or is the fossil record the largest body of 
physical evidence against the theory of evolution? This presentation lets the secular 
scientists answer these questions for us. 
Keywords: Fossil formation; rapid burial; dinosaurs; importance of time; origin of 
life; Cambrian Explosion; abrupt appearance of fish; dinosaur soft tissue 

 

CE4: Radiometric Dating  plus  The Heavens Declare … 
Secular science presents radiometric dating as an unassailable scientific method of 
dating rocks and fossils. Is this an accurate claim? Are all forms of radiometric 
dating equally valid and reliable? Would an event like the Biblical flood alter 
radiometric dating results, and does this match the results we see today? 
Keywords: Radiometric dating; Carbon 14; burning candle analogy 
Plus: “The heavens declare…”; Astronomy-vs-Astrology; Constellation Orion 

CE5: Appearance of Age 
Most creationists believe God created all things fully formed, fully functional,  
fully mature. The critic is quick to cry “foul”.  They say such would be deceptive  
behavior by God. Is this correct, or is there a better explanation? 
Keywords: False memories; fully mature; Adam & Eve’s belly buttons; expanding 
universe; the created universe 

CE6a: Molecular Biology - Part 1 
Darwin expected the cell to be simple – an entity capable of forming by chance in 
“some warm little pond." His theory is, after all, about simple-to-complex changes. 
How do evolutionist explain the origin of the first cell – a uniquely complex entity 
with a protective membrane and capable of metabolism and self-replication? 
Videos: Inner Life of the Cell, Unlocking the Mystery of Life (excerpt) 
Keywords: Definition of “alive”; simplest life form, “simple” cell; molecular 
machines; irreducible complexity; DNA code 

CE6b: Molecular Biology - Part 2 
Perhaps the most compelling scientific discovery supporting Creation by God is the 
discovery of digital code inside of every living cell: DNA, the code of life. DNA is 
similar to a programming language, complete with start codes and stop codes and 
instructions in between. Can this kind of complex and specified information develop 
by chance? 
Videos: DNA replication, Powering the Cell 
Keywords: What is information?; types of information; start and stop codes; 
molecular machines 

CE7: God’s Amazing Universe 
Modern Physics: Our universe consists of Space, Time, and Energy. These are not a 
triad of ingredients, but rather three dimensions that form a tri-unity. Is this trait of 
the cosmos a clue to the nature of its origins -- and perhaps a clue to the identity of 
its creator? The God of Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, or … 
Keywords: Fabric of space; Einstein; E=MC2; the new hierarchy of matter; triad; tri-
unity; triune; divine nature 


